Despite extensive research on content-based image retrieval, challenges such as low accuracy, incapability to handle complex queries and high time consumption persist. Initially, a preprocessing technique is introduced in this study, a technique that uses a median filter to remove noise to achieve improved accuracy and reliability. Then, Fourier and circularity descriptors are extract in an effective manner correspondent to the texture and affine shape adaptation features. In addition, various descriptors, such as color histogram, color moment, color autocorrelogram and color coherency vector, are extracted as the invariant color features. The multiple ant colony optimization (MACOBTC) approach is implemented with whole features to find relevant features. Finally, the relevant features are utilized for the greedy learning of deep Boltzmann machine classifier (GDBM). The proposed approach obtains effective performance and accurate results on four datasets and is analyzed with various parameters such as accuracy, precision, recall, Jaccard, Dice, and Kappa coefficients. The GDBM provides a 25% increase in accuracy compared with existing techniques, such as the a priori classification algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Information retrieval refers to extracting information from images. The retrieval process is often conducted on information, text, and images that are used in various applications, such as wide baseline matching, computer vision tasks, pattern recognition, recognition and tracking of objects, recognition of texture, image reconstruction and retrieval, video data mining, robot localization, camera motion recognition, and recovery of object groups. Image retrieval completely depends on recommendations or suggestions on the query of users. For example, query expansion, which is entirely automatic, provides recommendations for the concerns of users by using search engines, such as Google, Bing, and Yahoo. The main issue in information retrieval is its requirement for a considerable number of computations during a query.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jeon Gwanggil . Document expansion aims to address the mismatch problem from the opposing viewpoint [1] by including related indexing terms of document illustration in the search index. Image retrieval is generally categorized into the following types: Text-based image retrieval (TBIR), Content-based image retrieval(CBIR), Semantic-based image retrieval. In TBIR, the images are annotated and interpreted by a textual description depending on their textual query similarity during information retrieval. In CBIR, the most visually similar images for the query are retrieved. In Semantic-based image retrieval, the keywords or meta-data are matched with the query for retrieval.
Typical TBIRs, which use the same image but which is subjective, are limited because of manual annotation. CBIRs aim to overcome this drawback. TBIRs search for images that are most significant and related to the given query images from a large image dataset. By contrast, CBIRs identify visual content by extracting features of low-level from the images and measuring their similarity degrees. They also describe image contents by their colors, textures, and shapes. Notably, the textual features of TBIRs have high computational efficiency and are invariant to rotation and scales. In contrast, CBIRs use wavelet transform, such as classic discrete wavelet transform that separates images into low or high resolution and vertical, diagonal or horizontal. They also utilize highand low-pass filters [2] .
Feature extraction is a challenging feature eliciting task in image retrieval because of the variances in the textures, shapes, and colors of images. Numerous methods are used for feature extraction, but they are problematic. For example, image segmentation involves human perception. The use of shape-based features is relatively reliable and intuitive but lacks mathematical foundations with target deformation. The use of low-level visual features fails to capture image semantics. A histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [3] is related to the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) and the context of shape differs from the computed dense grid of regular images. The HOG requires local contrast normalization to improve accuracy.
Local binary pattern (LBP) [4] is a widespread technique for extracting texture features because of its computational simplicity and discriminative power. The LBP operator is robust to monotonic grayscale changes. In image retrieval, relevant features are optimally selected by classifier. The k-means clustering algorithm is commonly used among many classification techniques. Clustering techniques are utilized to label images in a database according to color, size, and shape. This labeling eases the retrieval process but results in problems such as inaccuracy and high complexity.
Several traditional techniques are adapted to retrieve information from images. However, these approaches have problems such as ineffective feature extraction, misclassification, and inaccurate segmentation. An effective image retrieval technique is proposed in this work to overcome these problems. The main objective of this study is to distinguish query images from database images. We consider extraction features (color, texture and shape) from image color features. The color feature gives us information about the spatial arrangement of color or intensities in an image or selected region of an image; the texture feature gives us information about intensity ranges in an image or the selected region of an image; the shape feature provides us information about structure and statistical features in an image or the selected region of an image.
In this study, we emphasize classifying an image with the optimized features by using a classification algorithm. The processes in our work are as follows. Initially, we introduce a novel approach that relies on a trained classifier to classify with the selected features and retrieve relevant data on the basis of greedy learning of deep Boltzmann machine (GDBM) technique. Subsequently, features, such as shape, color, and texture, provide a complementary improvement and can robustly detect objects due to their invariance to scale, rotation, noise, and illumination. Finally, k-means clustering, an average evolutionary search algorithm, is used for dimensionality reduction.
To address significant image retrieval, we present three main contributions of this work. First, we propose a GDBM classifier, and an MACOBTC optimization is utilized for image retrieval. Furthermore, we ensure efficient reuse of the image features; the texture, shape and color features are used to get optimal feature set to achieve high accuracy. Second, we overcome the problems of previous works such as minimal accuracy and high time consumption. The time consumption can be decreased by using the deep Boltzmann machine approach. The retrieval speed increases and time consumption decreases. These drawbacks can be solved in this proposed work by developing an efficient image retrieval approach that incorporates the features of the color histogram, color autocorrelogram, color moments, color coherency vector, texture extraction, affine shape adaptation, SIFT descriptors, and Fourier descriptor to increase the classification rate due we introduced a major innovation in the novel approach that relies on a trained classifier classifying an image with the selected features to retrieve the relevant data based on deep Boltzmann machine (GDBM) to reduce time consumption.
Ultimately, in our work, the results show that our proposed method is more efficient. This study indicates the major innovation of the proposed method by comparing with other recent methods.
There is a key point to make in this work. A local quantized extreme pattern (LQEP) is an existing technique that fails to encode highly spatially structured information. To overcome this, a novel approach is introduced. In our work, features such as texture, shape, and color make complementary improvement and are also proficient in strongly identifying objects because of their invariance to scale, rotation, noise, and illumination. This is a major innovation of our proposed work. In our study, after undergoing k-means clustering, an average evolutionary search algorithm is used for dimensionality reduction. Figure 1 , presents a general diagram of image retrieval. Here, a large collection of images are referred to as an image database. This database is considered as a system where the image features are stored and integrated, where an image got queried and feature extraction took place by developing combinations of variables such as color, spate, texture, etc. From there, necessary features are selected, thus enhancing dimensionality reduction. On the other hand, features are selected from the feature database. Usually, the performance of image retrieval system depends upon the similarity-based measurement of feature vector of the image database and query-based feature vector. Thus, the two selected feature vectors undergo similarity measures, where it verifies the retrieved images from the database are similar to the queried image [4] .
The remainder of this paper is systematized as follows. Section II offers a detailed evaluation of the existing research work related to image retrieval. Section III shows a detailed description of the proposed approach. Section IV illustrates the performance and provides comparative analyses of the proposed approach. Section V provides the conclusions and future work directions.
II. RELATED WORK
Image retrieval was familiarized as early as 1987 by S.E. Madnick. In the research field, image retrieval plays a significant role. Discrepancy feature extraction techniques were implemented depending on aspects such as texture, spatial, and color layout. Feature extraction can greatly reserve important image information and provide better image categorization and retrieval.
The literature [5] presented a different model of neural network that depends on the Gaussian-Bernoulli deep Boltzmann machine (GDBM) to predict optimized conditions. The research work was performed to predict the condition of a compressor in a certain field. The outcomes obtained at the end of the research indicate that the proposed model provides enhanced and effective performance when compared with the older traditional techniques.
The literature [6] proposed a new method for image retrieval. By gathering numerous descriptors based on regions, a very small-sized and global fixed-length depiction was produced for each image. Contrary to the prevailing studies that already employed deep networks that are pretrained as a black box for producing the features, the work proposed controlled a deep designed and well-trained network to perform a particular action in the image retrieval process. The main role of the work was to control the ranked layout for studying the convolution process and the projection weights, which were utilized for building the features of a region.
The literature [7] performed a theoretical analysis on the Gaussian-binary restricted Boltzmann machines (GRBMs) considering the density models. The major part of the research work was to demonstrate that GRBMs could be expressed as a controlled combination of the Gaussians. The limitations and capabilities of the model provided enhanced insight. The GRBM also learned meaningful features without using a regularization term. The authors in [8] developed a SIFT descriptor for representing the image and the matching in image retrieval. They normalized elongated adjacent areas, conducted transformation to the affine scale space and improved the SIFT descriptor by a polar histogram alignment bin. The main downside of the developed method is its high computational complexity. Thus, the accuracy of its performance needs to be improved.
Reference [9] surveyed CBIRs with feature extraction techniques and their applications. The performance was dependent on the properties inherent in the images. CBIRs automatically retrieve color, texture and shape features. These features sometimes include text-based and visual features. Numerous methodologies have also been introduced to extract visual features and characterize features from different perspectives. Texture feature extraction is divided into the following categories: statistical techniques, structural techniques, and spectral techniques. CBIRs allow agencies to focus on technology transfer or dissemination of best practices in various fields. These techniques are utilized in commercial applications, such as search engine optimization, web mining and image retrieval. Among existing feature extraction techniques in image retrieval, color histogram collapses the order of bins when histograms have many dimensions.
Reference [10] proposed an image retrieval approach using a mixture of texture and shape features. Fuzzy C-means clustering and k-means clustering were employed to segment the images. Tamura textures, shape moment invariant features and Haralick features were utilized to extract shape and texture information of images. The extracted features were combined with other features. The results showed that the combined features perform better in retrieval than the separate features. However, the proposed method has a high time consumption.
Reference [11] reviewed CBIRs using color and texture features. CBIRs were adopted to extract only low-level features from images, such as color and texture. The combination of color and texture features was referred to as image retrieval with the use of a wavelet-based color histogram, and the similarity function was assigned as the distance function. These wavelet transforms were used to reduce the processing time. Notably, traditional techniques have problems, such as inaccurate feature extraction, high time consumption, and ineffectiveness. Reference [12] proposed an efficient image retrieval system based on a bag-of-features. Two quantitative and qualitative benchmark datasets were utilized, and patchand image-based integrations of SIFT, LBP and HOG were applied in the feature extraction process. The results showed that the proposed integration of LBP and SIFT demonstrated excellent performance but has computational complexities.
Reference [13] proposed an automatic classification of medicinal images for CBIR. Grouping of visual structures from image content, image retrieval in medical applications (IRMA) classification codes and multiclass support vector machine (SVM) classifiers was adopted as classification methods. These methods were implemented with classes, such as modality facets, to provide automatic classification results with error rates. However, the resulting dataset was unevenly distributed, and many image classes had similar or overlapping content. Consequently, the classification results were inaccurate.
Reference [14] Investigated the use of neural codes (i.e., descriptors) in the retrieval of images. Numerous standard retrieval benchmarks were utilized to test the competitive performance of neural codes. Once the convolutional neural network was trained for an unrelated grouping task, the network was reinstructed with a dataset of images similar to those encountered in the test. Discriminative dimensionality was reduced during matching dataset pairs to increase the performance of principal component analysis (PCA) compressed neural networks. The training and testing datasets differed from each other, while the constitutional neural network (CNN) was trained for the task of classification. The retrieval dataset was utilized to obtain relevant photographs classified by CNN. Dimensionality reduction was applied by adjusting the size of the network layer and was employed to produce codes rather than post hoc processes. The results showed that CNN-based neural codes retain a small number of informative results and are thus ineffective.
Reference [15] utilized a feed-forward back propagation neural network for CBIR. The neural network was adopted to train the features in the database, and the back propagation algorithm was applied to train image features. Then, the features were compared with relevant features and similar query images. The feed-forward neural network was used to improve the retrieval time and recall rate with vastly effectual and exact classification. However, the method is inefficient and slow when used with deep learning networks and lowlevel image descriptors.
Reference [16] surveyed 2D image retrieval with the multiple dimensions and the images having multi modality from sources comprising a varied group of medical information. Image search techniques were used in the CBIR, which was considered to discover images similar to the specified query. The similarity in the properties of visual components was adopted to identify the similarity of two images. Image features were used to reduce sensory and gaps semantic, and Euclidean range was used to assessment the features in terms of vector, metrics and range. However, the image retrieval technique is inapplicable to multidimensional and multi modality-based images.
Reference [17] presented an application of image retrieval called color directional local quinary pattern. The method was utilized to extract texture features using the colors red, green and blue (RGB). Corel-5000 and MIT-color datasets were adopted to evaluate the color texture features. The results showed that this method performs better than existing approaches, but it has high time consumption. Reference [18] surveyed the difficulties in learning similarity-conserving binary codes for an effective similarity search in large-scale image collections. The variances in different PCA directions and nonorthogonal relaxations were obtained using random orthogonal transformation. Minimization was utilized to refine the initial orthogonal transformation and thereby reduce the quantization error. However, this method has a quick increase in computational time when the training size becomes bigger. Reference [19] combined conditional random fields (CRFs) and Boltzmann machine shape priors for image labeling. The performance of the model in complex facial images from the dataset was evaluated. In the face segmentation process, local and global structures were combined into the CRF and GDBM of the GLOC model. The results showed that the method reduces the errors in face labeling, but it has high complexity in the computational process.
Reference [20] identified the color difference histogram by CBIR. The histogram was utilized to define the image features for retrieval of images, and the color difference histogram used the perceptually uniformed histogram values. The algorithm was applied to determine low-level features (i.e., features that do not require any segmentation of image or training model). Multitext histogram was utilized to obtain the uniform color differences perceptually in feature illustration. However, the method was inaccurate for the retrieval process. Reference [21] investigated a deep learning framework for CBIR tasks. The main goal of this proposed framework was to overcome the problem of long-lasting essential representation of features in CBIRs. The pretrained model helps to capture information that is high-semantic in the raw pixels. In this pretrained deep model, similarity learning can improve retrieval performance while applying feature representation in a new domain. The classification also considerably improves the retrieval performance. However, this model has difficulty in evaluating diverse datasets to obtain the semantic gap of information retrieval.
Reference [22] proposed a CBIR technique to retrieve satellite images from a database. First, the images were segmented into various parts by using the unsupervised J-seg algorithm. Second, a region-based representation technique was constructed for each image, and the textural features of each image were extracted using a statistical approach. Last, the images were classified by using a Bayesian classifier probabilistic approach. The proposed system efficiently segmented multispectral thematic map images, and the region-level description is understandable for users. However, the system had computational complexity and high computational time consumption. Reference [23] proposed a new approach to visual data mining for CBIR. The diversity and visually interactive (DiVI) method were used to improve similar queries with diversity. The proposed DiVI minimized the semantic gap in CBIR by using the activity of users and increased the applicability and acceptance of similarity. However, it lacked accuracy in image retrieval.
Reference [24] presented a technique for CBIR to generate image content descriptors. The method exploited the benefits of low-complexity that are ordered dither block truncation coding to compress image blocks into their corresponding bitmaps and quantized images in the encoding stage. Two image features, color cooccurrence and the bit pattern, were proposed to index images directly generated from the data streams that were encoded deprived of executing the decoding process. The proposed method provided superior image retrieval results on existing block truncation coding and offered an improved and effective descriptor for indexing images. However, the method was limited by explicit semantic gaps.
Reference [25] suggested a rule-and classifier-based scene graph parser for image retrieval. The main goal was to overcome the issues of semantically complex queries, including the attributes and relationships of images in image retrieval systems. A query graph with relations and attributes was obtained as the best model by using the parsers' output. The output was utilized to generate 3D scenes. However, this method had difficulty in understanding the interdependency of objects in scenes. Reference [26] investigated probable techniques for the total local features that are deep for generating compressed descriptors globally for the retrieval of images. First, the different distributions of pairwise similarities in deep learning and traditional hand-engineered features were determined. Second, existing aggregation methods were re-evaluated carefully. The results showed that the sum pooling-based aggregation method provided better deep convolutional features than shallow features. This method could bear overfitting risks and improve system efficiency. However, the model was costly.
Reference [27] incorporated deep CNN with hash functions to learn feature representations jointly and mappings to hash codes. Optimization problems such as multivariate ranking measures and nonsmooth learning were solved using an effective surrogate loss-based scheme. The proposed method outperformed other hashing methods in terms of ranking quality. However, the method was limited by the tight coupling of the CNN. Reference [28] proposed a framework of supervised learning towards generating compact and hash codes that are bit-scalable directly from the raw images. Hashing learning was considered an issue of normalized learning of similarity. Hence, the images of training were organized in a group of triplet samples. Adjacency consistency was enforced by introducing a regularization term. Then, deep CNN was adopted to train the model. The proposed framework achieves superior performance in reidentifying persons in surveillance. The disadvantages of this work were the explicit semantic gap and the low effectiveness of the system.
Reference [29] presented a simple but effectual framework of deep learning for creating binary codes that are hashlike for fast image retrieval. Hash-like functions and domainspecific image representations were learned by adding a latent-attribute layer in deep CNN. The proposed method was highly scalable and did not rely on the pairwise similarity of data. The proposed framework also exhibited an improved efficiency in large-scale datasets. However, it had low reliability in image retrieval. Reference [30] introduced a new feature descriptor called local quantized extreme pattern (LQEP) for CBIR. The directional relations among the pixel center and its neighbors were collected using standard local quantized patterns, and guiding data depending on the local extreme in various directions for a given center pixel was collected using the directional local extreme pattern (DLEP). The LQEP and DLEP concepts were then integrated to offer an LQEP for the process of image retrieval. The color histogram of the RGB was incorporated with LQEP to generate the feature vector. The results showed that the proposed technique offered better results than existing techniques in terms of evaluation metrics. However, this method failed to encode highly spatial structure information.
An innovative study presented [31] an unsupervised visual hashing method known as semantic-assisted visual hashing. This approach was utilized to associate modalities involved. CBIR via sketching was presented [32] . In this technique, images are annotated manually to infer keywords for retrieving an image via a text-based search. This approach matched legal sketches and mug shots from an image gallery but failed to discriminate the unaltered images from color images or edge representations.
The CBIR retrieval method was used [33] to extract images that were similar in feature as query images from image databases. This method was practical in crime prevention, face detection, image fusion, and digital libraries. In a digital library, it retrieved the relevant book name, novel name and author name but lacked effectiveness in certain situations. A technique adopted the aptitude visual hashing to enhancing visually without explicit semantic labels, but this method failed to exhibit effectiveness when additional content CBIR [34] , such as features for querying images from large-scale datasets, was implemented. For industrial and commercial uses, texture information can be developed to improve method accuracy, possibly enhancing the color extent of images. The threshold parameters must be finetuned, and feedback is offered to overcome disadvantages and realize improvement.
A CBIR technique [35] that uses shape, color and feedback relevance was utilized for the semantically correct representation of color and shape.
Hashing based methods are widely utilized in retrieving large scale cross image models. Several conventional methods have been designed upon binary supervision which transforms the complex relationship of multi-label into similar or dissimilar. But few methods have been developed where the rich semantic data were implied in multi-label data. This, in turn, provides improved accuracy on searching results.
Reference [56] constructed an approach based on multilevel semantic supervision generation by discovering label relevance. This paper had been designed with a deep hashing structure in order to cross retrieve the multi-label images with text. In such a case, it can capture the binary similarity and the complex semantic structure simultaneously. This research had claimed on resolving the problem of conventional deepcrossed hashing method models which was not sufficiently utilizing the rich semantic information in multi-label data. Here, the multi-level supervision on the basis of label cooccurrence has been adopted in order to ensure the preservation of exact semantic similarities by learnt hash codes i.e. data points having common class labels are same as with data points with less common labels. The phases involved in the work are deep feature-based learning, generating supervision, hash codes. This methodology learnt image and text-based features by two perfectly designed deep NNs respectively. Finally, the compressed hash codes along with each modalities' distinctive features were learned spontaneously in one framework. This entire structure had provided a guarantee in learning the optimal features for particular cross-modal retrieval tasks. Experimentation had been conducted on a cross model dataset named as MIRFlickr-25k by comparing it with CMFH, CCA, SCM, STMH, DCMH and SePH.
Reference [57] stated that hash coding is widely utilized in approximating the Nearest Neighbour based search for image retrieval in large-scale. Also, several deep hashing methods had been developed and provided improved performance over conventional feature-based learning techniques. This is due to the evaluation of pairwise similarity on semantic labels, where it has been assigned in a hard way, i.e., if no class label has been shared then the pairwise similarity will be '0', else it will be '1'. But these similarity definitions could not impact the ranking for paired images with multiple labels. Thus, this research had been developed based on the hashing method to improve the ability to retrieve the multi-label images. Here, a pairwise similarity measure had been calculated on normalizing the semantic labels. Based on that, pairwise similarity had been categorized as hard and soft. In addition to that, Mean Square Error loss and Cross-entropy loss are added respectively for improved feature-based learning and hash coding.
The literature [29] presented deep semantic classification for multi-image retrieval. In this reference, a deep convolution network is merged with hash functions for performing hash codes map. Handcrafted features are tricky to present in the suggested method. The suggested method was done using three path deep hash function, semantic classification supervision, surrogate wastage optimization. A participation image is transformed also provided to convolution layers, fully linked layers in deep hash functions. Problems in SVM was solved by semantic classification supervision.
Reference [58] presented an effective deep learning framework to create binary codes by utilizing (CNN) to retrieve considerable scale images. in the existence of data labels, hidden layers are utilized to present the latent idea for the dominant class labels. The hash codes also images are learned in a point-wise technique instead pairwise in else supervised of image retrieval. With unpretentious alterations in deep CNN, this approach preference1% to 30% rise retrieval precision on two data sets.
The proposed methodology deals with the shape descriptor, which must be robust against geometric attacks to images. However, the technique does not provide outstanding accuracy in classifying image labels. From this review of existing approaches, we identify major disadvantages in image retrieval; high computational complexity, inaccurate feature extraction, classification, explicit semantic gap, low reliability, ineffective retrieval of images.
The method proposed in this current study solves the aforementioned issues through the following ways. A preprocessing technique with the median filter is used to remove noise for improved accuracy and reliability. Shape, color and texture features are extracted using different methods. From the extracted features, dimensionality reduction is performed using the average evolutionary search algorithm. Retrieval of images using four datasets is effective because of the relevant data always being classified speedily by the trained classifier.
III. THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The proposed image illustration approach depends on the implementation of the image retrieval and classification technique to classify images in a database, as shown in Figure 2 . First, images are obtained from the dataset, and noise removal is performed at the preprocessing step using a median filter. Second, color, shape and texture features are extracted from the preprocessed images for useful information analysis. Third, extracted features that contain relevant information on the image object are optimized. Finally, the selected features are classified with the trained classifier to retrieve relevant data from the dataset.
A. PREPROCESSING
In this study, inputs are collected from the dataset, image noises are eliminated, and the image size is decreased to improve image quality. The median filter is utilized to reduce the input image size. The standard median filter, which is also called a median smoother, is a rank selection filter that eliminates noise simply by varying the assessment luminance of the center pixel within the frame. This method eliminates blurred images and thin line information at low noise concentrations. The filtered image S= S(i, j) from SMF is defined by the equation:
where W is a window matrix with size m × n, D is the noisy input image and I , J , K are the indexes of the image. Figure 3 shows a sample image of the preprocessing test. The processing technique ensures that the filtered image acquires better accuracy than the input image.
B. FEATURE EXTRACTION
In this step, feature extraction, which is also called dimensionality elicitation, is employed to retrieve appropriate and informative features. The image features are extracted in terms of color, shape, and texture features. Different methods of feature extraction are used for the effective elicitation of an image. The shape feature helps to provide the shape of the objects in the retrieved image. Similarly, the color and texture features help to provide the object's color and texture present in the retrieved image.
C. COLOR HISTOGRAM
A color histogram depicts the distribution of colors in an image. For digital images, a color histogram represents the number of pixels that have colors in an individual static list of color ranges, and it spans the image color space and the set of all possible colors. The histogram, which represents all colors and levels of occurrence in an image, is used instead of the image. A histogram reveals important facts regarding an image, the distinguish this step. First for each gray level, the number of pixels is added correspondingly to obtain the total number of pixels constituting the image. Second, an appropriate threshold can be identified easily through the histogram, which is convenient to determine. Third, image brightness can be determined by observing the histogram and spatial distribution of the values. Ultimately an image histogram can help rapidly recognize processing operations that are suitable for a specific image. Utilizing color, the information can be computed faster than using other variants. Also using this, we can accurately retrieve the images despite the manipulation of orientation, size and position of a certain image. In the above equation histogram image:
where HG 1 [i]-is the histogram of image i,HG 1 [i] represents similar histogram. The image color space is discretised such that n distinct (discretised) colors are observed. Figure.4 shown in a color histogram H is a vector (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n ) in which each bucket H i contains the number of pixels of color i in the image. For a given image G 1 , color histogram HG 1 is a compact summary of the image. The most analogous images of G 1 are identified, and image G 1 is returned along with the similar color histogram HG 1 by querying the database of images. Characteristically, color histograms are compared by using either the sum of squared differences (L1 distance) or the sum of the absolute value of differences (L2 distance). Here, L2 distance is used. Thus, differences are assumed to be weighted consistently through dissimilar color buckets for effortlessness. As shown in Table 1 . These color feature values give the extracted intensity information about the query image.
D. COLOR AUTOCORRELOGRAM
This technique assumes that the spatial correlation of dual colors changes with the change in their distance. From the image pixel, the color histogram is taken and acquires probability to capture the color distribution in an image and is excluded from other spatial correlations. Let I be anM × M image [31] . The colors in I are quantized into n colors D 1 , D 2 , . . . D n . For the pixel (A) = (x, y)εI , let I p denote the color. Let I c = {A | I (p) = C}. For pixels A 1 = (x 1 , y 1 ) and A 2 = (x 2 , y 2 ), | A |= max (| x 1 − x 2 |, | y 1 − y 2 |). We present Color autocorrelogram provides the contribution of individual color intensity for the entire image [36] . These Correlogram highly tolerate and adapts the huge changes in shape or appearance caused in viewing positions, camera zooms, etc.
E. COLOR MOMENTS
This technique measures different images on the basis of their color features. The calculation uses the color moment to determine the color similarity between images [36] . In our study, we avoid analyzing the complete color distribution. We improve the speed of image retrieval. The characterization of single-dimensional color distributions with first three moments seems to be more robust and computed really faster than other conventional histogram methods. The color moment can be measured:
where Q ij indicates the pixel values of the ith row and jth the column, M refers to the total number of rows in the image and N denotes the total number of columns in the image Standard Deviation(S d ).
where Q i , j indicates the pixel value of the ith row and jth column, M is the number of rows of an image and N is the number of columns of the image, µ denotes the mean of the image pixel. Skewness is used to measure the asymmetry distribution among the Skewness is used to measure the asymmetry distribution amongst the pixels of an image:
where, Q i , j indicates the pixel value of the ith row, M is the number of rows of an image, and M i denotes the mean of the image.
F. COLOR COHERENCY VECTOR
Color coherence is defined as the pixel degree of color, which is the very large, similarly colored region members. The coherent pixels are a portion of a substantial neighboring region, whereas incoherent pixels are not. A coherence vector of color signifies the process of classification for individual color in the image [37] . We present color coherency vector to separate coherent from incoherent pixels, CCV provide a better distinction than other traditional color histograms. A DB with 15000 number of images can be processed using CCV's in under 2s. Thus a CCV can provide remarkable responses for gaining color histograms.
G. TEXTURE EXTRACTION
The texture feature is extracted from the images. Here, three methods are used for texture extraction. Related texture extraction works are the learning of collection, organization, analysis, and interpretation of the image [37] . We utilized as it intends to capture the repetitive and granular patterns of surfaces presented within an image.
H. AFFINE SHAPE ADAPTATION
This approach is applied to adopt the shape of the smoothing kernels present in an affine group of smoothing kernels iteratively to the local image structure of a definite image point [38] . In our method, the achievement is the reduction in computational cost.
I. SIFT DESCRIPTORS
SIFT includes the feature descriptor and feature detector. The detector retrieves the frames or key points from an image. The image shape is extracted by a shape descriptor, and it uses two techniques [39] . In our proposed SIFT descriptors, As it extracts the significant key points from an image for feature description, it is well suited for matching different images and the objects. Their extracted features are remarkable irrespective to change in scaling, orientation, or any other transformations. Thus it is well suited for image retrieval especially for face description.
J. FOURIER DESCRIPTOR
Each image of the dataset is converted into its image component as an abstract representation. The Fourier descriptor is rendered invariant against translation, scale rotation and starting point [40] . In our method one of the advantages is the automatic retrieval process instead of the traditional contextbased approach which requires greater time consumption. It is one of the best attributes according to its characteristics with rotation, translation, scaling, and the starting point. Properties of Fourier descriptor consider the M contour points of an image component as a direct function x(n) = (x 1 (n), x 2 (n)). The discrete complex function U (n) is expressed as:
U (n) is transformed into the frequency domain by using a discrete Fourier transform (DFT). Inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) does not have any loss. DFT and IDFT are defined as U (n) and a(k).
where U (n) is the discrete Fourier transform, which varies from 0 to N-1, e represents an exponential function of 2πkn, and N is the total number of pixels and k varies from 0 to N − 1. a(k) is the inverse discrete Fourier transform where N is the total number of pixels in the image. n is the index of pixels that varies from 0 to N − 1. The coefficient a (k) is termed as the Fourier descriptor. It represents the discrete shape contour in the Fourier domain.
K. CIRCULATORY DESCRIPTOR
A circulatory descriptor is used for the shape description of an image. Shape prediction is improved and becomes fast with this technique [36] . We present these features which are considered to be scalable and rotatable with simple intensity comparisons that make the image resolution a distinct one. It can be successfully implemented in processing various illumination changes. As these attributes show superior advantages as defined, they are chosen from others. The values of best feature values are mentioned in Table 2 . As shown Figure 5 . The Best features are extracted the unique information about the query which are the best with reduced dimension. In this work, different approaches have been used to effectively process image and enhance the extraction of features on color, texture, and shape.
IV. OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
Usually, DBACO is used for feature optimization. In this study, Multiple ant colony optimization (MACOBTC) is used for selecting best features for color Images. Here, the output are the resultant optimized features with reduced dimensions. The proposed method MACOBTC presents a technique of BTC depending on the multiple ant colony optimizations (MACO) to acquire images that have better visual quality.
In this study, we use a modified algorithm as per the features that are optimized. Thus, the input is the features, and the output is the reduced dimension size.
The (ACO) ant colony optimization algorithm is a method that is probabilistic for the purpose of resolving issues related to computation, which in turn can be minimized for the identification of good paths over the graph. Following the ACO idea, this MACO process is capable of performing in a competitive manner, thereby solving the issues regarding the discrete domain due to its structure space of the random binary search that is unique.
The MACO solution is signified by a binary bit string by means of selecting each node from both values that are positive, i.e., 0 or 1. Rather than allocating an ant for searching all positions, an ant is assigned for each position to minimize the time for determining the extracted common bitmap because each common bitmap position that is independent has a block distortion effect.
Each position has only two choices for the common bitmap that is 0 or 1. After this, the individual ant is modified randomly to 0 or 1, and the initial bitmap that is common is constructed once all of these ants have been initialized. The ant is selected each time by changing the values to the opposite. The pheromone for this ant on behalf of selecting 0 or 1 is altered by calculating the estimation value for the resultant block.
By relating the restructured pheromone value of this ant, the best among 0 or 1 is identified. Once all the ants' pheromones are updated, the solution of near-optimal is created in relation to the pheromone matrices that are updated. Although the binary matrix initialization in each loop is random, the value of one single position is reversed; therefore, the final optimal outcomes are not affected. This method is detailed as below.
V. GREEDY LEARNING OF DEEP BOLTZMAN MACHINE
Generally, there will be less interest in complex learning, which is a totally connected machine of Boltzmann. In spite of this, deep multi-layer Boltzmann machine learning is considered. As shown in Figure 6 , the succeeding layer in the left panel is responsible for capturing the complicated outputs of the preceding layer, correlating the higher-order hidden features to the activities at the lower layer in the right panel. Deep Boltzmann machines are usually fascinating due to various factors. Firstly, as like the network of deep belief, this, in turn, has the potential of internal depiction learning which becomes complex increasingly that is regarded as the most prominent manner of resolving the speech and object recognition issues.
Then, the representation of high-level could be made from the huge supply of the sensory labels that are unlabeled and the labeled data can be formerly utilized for fine-tuning the desired task at the hand in a slight manner.
At last, unless like the network of deep belief, the procedure of inference that is approximate along with the first bottom-up will be integrated into that of the top-down 
where u is the block is mean value and f ij is the pixel value located at the position (i, j) in each features. step 2:Generate three pairs of quantization values, i.e., (x RH , x RL ), (x GH , x GL ), (x BH , x BL ), and a random binary vector.
As an initial common bitmap, calculate the initial MSE using Equation (2):
where y ij = (R ij , G ij , B ij ) are the original values from the three channels at the same position. step 3: Attain the image Z by interchanging the tagged pixel as 1 with y H and 0 with y L . Then, a value of vector C is selected and alter it into the contradictory rate to make a transitory vector. Recreate the Z image by interchanging the pixel labeled as 1 with y H and 0 with y L and acquire the image Z . step 4 : Estimate the consistent new MSE ij for this vector by using Equation (2) . Generate two pheromone conditions, δ ij (0) and δ ij (1), and each component in these vectors is selected δ ij (k) = 0.5(k ∈ 0, 1) because each ant located in vector C has the same probability of selecting path "0" or path "1" in the initial state.
step 5: Calculate the pheromone that is incremental δ ij (k) as per the Equation (3), and update the primary pheromone vectors δ ij (0) and δ ij (1) using Equation (4):
where
where k ∈ 0, 1, i ∈ [1, m], j ∈ [i, n]. step 6: Update the common image features according to the following rule:
where i ∈ [1, m], j ∈ [i, n]. step 7: Replicate Steps 3 through 6 until all of the standards in vectors C are distributed. Likewise, all of the image features are handled in the same way. So far, the near-optimal common optimized feature C * for the entire features has been produced. feedback. This will allows the deep Boltzmann machine for propagating in a good manner uncertainly and therefore this will deal much robustly with the inputs that are ambiguous.
The features of training and testing mean values are depicted as shown in the Figure 6 . The energy of the status (u, g1, g2) is defined as:
where = (w 1 , w 2 ). The probability that a pattern assigned to a vision vector w is:
The conditional ranking distributions over a visional and two sets of invisible units of measure are given by logistic functions:
As to the estimated learning of the maximum likelihood, still there is a need for applying learning process for overall Boltzmann machines labeled above, however, it might be somewhat unhurried, predominantly once the unknown elements form layers which become progressively isolated as of the noticeable elements. Here is, though, a rapid technique to modify the pattern constraints to the sensible standards that are depicted in the further part.
A. GREEDY LAYERWISE PRETRAINING OF DBM
A greedy method was introduced, that is having the layer-bylayer learning un-supervised process that involves a one layer GDBM's stack learning at a time. Afterward, the GDBM's stack has been well-read, the entire stack could be observed as a distinct model of probabilistic, named a '' DBN''.
Remarkably, mentioned the method is not the deep Boltzmann machine. The upper two categories of will form into a Greedy Learning of Deep Boltzman Machine (GDBM) which is considered as the pattern of graphical view that is undirected, however, the bottom layers that are from the generative directed pattern.
Once, the initial GDBM in the stack is being learned, this generative model could be inscribed as:
where p(h 1 ; w 1 ) = v p(h 1 , v; w 1 ) is an implicit preceding through h 1 well-defined in the constraints.
If the GDBM second in the stack trace a substitutes p(h 1 ; w 1 ) by p(h 1 ; 2 ) h 2 p(h 1 , h 2 ; w 2 ), and if it performs correctly, p(h 1 ; w 2 ) will turn out to be an improved model of the combined subsequent dispersal over h 1 , wherever the combined posterior is just is not factorial combination of the factorial posteriors for all situations of training, 1 N n p(h 1 , |v n ; w 1 ), as the second GDBM is substituting p(h 1 ; w 1 ) via means of a superior pattern, it would be possible to infer p(h 1 ; w 1 , w 2 ) via averaging the two patterns of h 1 which can be finished roughly by means of 1/2 h 1 bottom-up and 1/2 w 2 top-down. By means of bottom-up w 1 and w 2 topdown long for aggregate to double-counting the indication since g 2 is reliant on u.
To modify DBM pattern parameters, greedy layer-by-layer pre-training technique is presented on learning the GDBM's stack, however by a minor alteration that is presented to eradicate the problem of double-counting once bottom-up and top-down impacts are consequently united. For the GDBM of lower-level, the tie the visible-to-hidden weights and input are being doubled, at the right panel. In this altered GDBM using parameters that are tied, the restrictive allocations over the visible and hidden conditions are well-defined as:
Learning of contrastive divergence performs better and the enhanced GDBM is worthy at renovating its data that are trained. On the other hand, for the GDBM top-level the number of invisible units is doubled. The uncertain disseminations for this pattern proceeds the method:
Once these two elements are collected to custom a particular scheme, the over-all feedback impending into the initial hidden layer is split that in turn leads to the respective conditional distribution over h 1 :
The restrictive allocations over u and g 2 persist the similar as distinct in the above equations. Perceive that the conditional dispersals that are well-defined by the self-possessed technique are accurately the similar uncertain dispersals welldefined by means of the DBM. Consequently, we will avidly pre-train the two improved GDBMs, the deep Boltzmann machines that are directionless models using symmetric weights. Once training a stack greedily of these two GDBMs, only alteration is required to the initial and the latter GDBM at the stack. For the entire in-between GDBMs, their connecting weights are simply halved in both ways once constituting them to custom a deep Boltzmann machine. Greedily pre-training loads of a DBM in this method helps two determinations.
Specifying a data vector on the noticeable neurons, the respective neuron in the hidden layer can be triggered in a particular bottom-up pass by magnifying the bottom-up feedback to recompense the deficiency of top-down response. The fast approximate inference is employed by utilizing the mean-field method, which congregates much earlier than the initialization in a random way. Hybridizing ACO and BTC in optimization is a novelty and implementing greedy learning for Boltzmann is also a novelty. We provide betterment of result in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and sensitivity.
VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
This section discusses the performance of the proposed technique in the dataset. A relative analysis of the suggested dataset is performed to evaluate the suggested technique and the existing a priori algorithm. The metrics are true positive (TP), true negative (TN), accuracy, false positive (FP), precision, false negative (FN), specificity, sensitivity, and recall.
The coefficients, such as Jaccard, Kappa, and Dice, are analyzed. Notably, CNN classification provides effective results. The time consumption of the system has been reduced to approximately 14.57 ms per image, where the time consumption of the existing system is 18.31 ms per image [41] .
A. DATASET DESCRIPTION
In this work, European 1M, 1 Flickr, 2 Corel 1K 3 and LFW. 4 datasets are used in the simulation. The Corel 1K dataset is also utilized to analyze the performance of the proposed method.
B. PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS
Accuracy is defined as the closeness of a measured value to the standard values. This variable is termed as the weight arithmetic mean of precision and inverse precision [42] .
Sensitivity is also called TP and used to measure the ratio of positives that are correctly identified features in the image [42] .
Precision is a basic measure for evaluating the performance of classification techniques. In image retrieval, precision is the fraction of retrieved images that are relevant to the queries images. Precision is calculated as follows:
Average retrieval precision is calculated as:
where Ds is the total number of correctly retrieved images.
Recall measures the prediction capability of models and is mainly used to select the instance of a certain class from a dataset [42] . This parameter is also called sensitivity and calculated as follows:
Racall(T (I i )) = A/(Total number of relevant images ) (29) Average retrieval rate is calculated as;
where A is the number of relevant images retrieved, B is the total number of images retrieved, ARP is the average retrieval precision, TP is the number of true positive images, TN is the number of true negative images, FP is the number of false positive images, FN the number of false negative images, and Ds is the number of all images in the database.
C. JACCARD, DICE AND KAPPA COEFFICIENTS
Jaccard coefficient distance measures the dissimilarity between images 'A' and 'B'. This coefficient is calculated as follows:
where the Jaccard coefficient J c ranges between 0 and 1. The value is 1 when the two images are identical; the value is 0 when the two images are completely different. Dice coefficient measures the spatial overlap level between two regions that are labeled as similar over the average volume of these regions:
Kappa coefficient measures the difference between the observed agreements of two images. A high kappa coefficient indicates a high classification rate. The coefficient is calculated as follows: Each dataset is used to analyse the result and compared with existing a priori algorithm.
D. TRUE POSITIVE, TRUE NEGATIVE, FLASE POSITIVE AND FLASE NEGATIVE
The TP value can be estimated when the positive class in the actual label is correctly predicted as the positive class. Similarly, the TN value can be approximated when the negative class is correctly predicted as the negative class. The FP value can be estimated when the positive class in the actual class is incorrectly predicted as the negative class. Similarly, the FN value can be approximated when the negative class in the actual class is incorrectly predicted as the positive class shown in Table 3 . Figure 6 shows the performance of the suggested approach in the European 1 M dataset in terms of accuracy, precision and recall values. These parameter values are compared with those of the a priori algorithm. Accuracy, sensitivity, precision, and recall are increased by 25%, 55%, 86.7%, and 55.2%, respectively. These results are better than those of the existing a priori algorithm. The best results of the proposed approach can be obtained by the posterior distribution for an unbiased sample.
E. ACCURACY, PRECISION AND RECALL
F. JACCARD, DICE AND KAPPA Figure 7 illustrates the performance measures of the existing and proposed classification algorithms. Jaccard, Dice and kappa values are increased by 84.15%, 72.67%, and 19.41%, respectively. This result shows that the proposed technique is better than the existing algorithm because the existing a priori algorithm requires more datasets for training to obtain improved results. However, the proposed algorithm improves accuracy mechanically and does not require additional datasets.
The results in Table 4 show that the performance of TP, TN FP, FN, accuracy, precision, recall, Jaccard, Dice and Kappa in the proposed GDBM better than the existing a priori algorithm.
VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The comparative analysis of the proposed and existing techniques using various datasets is discussed in this section. Table 5 presents a comparison between the proposed and existing techniques using the Flickr Logos dataset. Table 6 shows the comparison between the proposed and existing techniques utilizing the Corel 1K dataset. Table 7 illustrates the classifier comparison on the Corel 1K dataset. Table 8 illustrates the comparison between the proposed and existing techniques using the LFW dataset. The results indicate that our proposed technique produces better results than the existing technique.
A. COMPARISON ON DATASET EUROPEAN 1M
The European 1M dataset comprises 909,940 geo-tagged images from 22 European cities scuttled from Flickr with geographic queries covering a window of each city center. Figure 8 . Depicts the simulation results on the European 1M dataset. These results indicate that the proposed method is better than the existing method in terms of precision, recall, TP, TN, FP, and FN. The proposed method predicts the image correctly from the dataset where the image is retrieved. The TP and TN values of the proposed technique prove the images recognized correctly and acquire better retrieval of images.
B. COMPARISON ON DATASET FLICKR
In the Flickr Logos 27 dataset, 10 classes are selected randomly (FedEx, Google, Red Bull, Starbucks, Porsche, Intel, Sprite, Vodafone, NBC, and DHL) for the training stage. Figure 9 shows the precision and recall values of the existing SURF and SIFT [42] techniques and the proposed method. Ten classes of the test dataset images are considered. Table 5 shows the average values of precision and recall and illustrates that our proposed work extracting important features by multiple ant colony optimizations (MACO) has the best results among the compared methods. Table 5 and Figure 9 illustrate a comparative analysis of the Flickr Logos dataset for the proposed method and other existing methods, namely, SIFT and SURF, in terms of precision and recall.
In Table 5 , the suggested technique illustrates a substantial enhancement related to other existing methods in terms of precision and recall. For the Google class, the precision values are 0.88, 0.84 and 0.96 for SURF, SIFT and the suggested method (GDBM), respectively. Similarly, the recall values for SIFT, SURF, and the offered method are 0.29, 0.28 and 0.33, respectively. The value of the proposed method is improved compared with those of the other approaches. Comparison for the Flickr dataset recall value demonstrates a better image retrieval in terms of color, texture and shape feature extraction.
C. COMPARISON ON DATASET COREL 1K
In this section, we consider 10,800 images, more than the previous work (Zhang et al. 2012). The Corel 1K repository covers approximately 1,000 images in 10 semantic groups, and the respective semantic group covers 100 images with a size resolution of 256 × 384. Figure 10 shows the image model from every semantic group of the image source Corel 1K. A set of 700 random images from the Corel 1K repository image are chosen as a training set, and the residual 300 arbitrary imageries are used as an assessment set to check the recommended method. Table 6 and Figure 10 illustrate a comparative analysis of the Corel 1K dataset for the proposed method and the other traditional approaches.
As indicated in Table 6 and Figure 10 , the proposed method shows a noteworthy enhancement related to other existing methods in terms of precision and recall. Table 6 depicts the performance measures for the Corel 1K dataset. For the Africa semantic category, the precision and recall values are 74.19 and 14.83 for the recommended approach based on the fusion of visual words, 72.5 and 14.5 for GMM-EM, 57 and 11.4 for SIFT-LBP, 72.6 and 16.1 for color texture, 74.6 and 14.92 for EODH-color SIFT, 55 and 11 for HOG-LPB and 100 and 100 for the proposed method, respectively. The proposed method achieves better outcomes than existing methods in the Corel 1K dataset on the extraction of NBPC features, which preserves the global spatial features. The proposed method achieves better outcomes than existing methods in the Corel 1K dataset on the extraction of NBPC features, which preserves the global spatial features, as shown below in Table 7 , 8.
Comparison for the Corel 1K dataset of proposed with existing approaches using Average precision rate (APR). Table 8 is comparison for the Corel 1K dataset of proposed with existing approaches using average precision rate (APR). The proposed method achieves excellent outcomes than existing methods in the Corel 1K dataset. We achieved excellent results due the color histogram, color auto correlogram, color moments, color Coherency Vector, texture extraction, affine shape adaptation, SIFT Descriptors, Fourier Descriptor, Circulatory with a novel relevant feature selection are utilized to train a Greedy Learning of Deep Boltzmann Machine classifier (GDBM) that assist improvement performance Precision.
D. COMPARISON ON DATASET LFW
The dataset covers more than 13,000 images of faces collected from the web. Each face has been considered by the name of the person visualized. The comparative analysis is reviewed here to determine its characteristics Figure 11 . Table 9 illustrates a comparative analysis of the LFW dataset. Table 9 and Figure 12 compare the accuracy of our proposed GDBM method with that of existing methods. The proposed method's accuracy is 98.82, which is improved compared with other traditional methods.
The accuracy of the proposed method is high due to its ideal face detection approach. Thus, the LWF dataset is preferred for its effective accuracy. The proposed method achieves better performance due to its better classification accuracy. Effective feature extraction in terms of color, texture, and shape is the main reason to acquire better results compared to existing LWT datasets . Figure 13 time the European dataset is 23.6992 because it needs to retrieve 1,000 images from the dataset.
Similarly, the Corel dataset has an execution time of 24.8954. The Flickr dataset has an execution time of 71.55 due to its large quantity of data (approximately 4,500 images). LFW achieves a shorter execution time due to the retrieval of 900 images only. Within this studying, the time consumption of the system has been reduced to about 3.75 ms per image, better than that of the existing system [41] .
VIII. CONCLUSION
The image retrieval is one of the challenging research areas for retrieving an image effectively. This study overcomes several drawbacks of previous works, such as low accuracy, inability to handle complex queries, high time consumption. In this work, several novelties are presented in the classification and optimization processes to improve image retrieval by predicting an image correctly.
Initially, the median filter is used to preprocess the input image, and the resulting image is utilized to extract features, such as color, shape, and texture, including color histogram, color moments, color correlogram, coherency vectors, Fourier descriptor, circulatory descriptor, SIFT descriptors, affine shape adaptation. A correlationbased neighborhood binary pattern is introduced as a type of color histogram which can represent all colors and levels of occurrence of an image. Then, all the extracted features are optimally selected by the multiple ant colony optimization (MACOBTC) approach to obtain the best feature subset, which is used to build classifier by using the proposed novel GDBM.
Subsequently, the GDBM is used to classify the querying image, and the improved outputs are used to retrieve the most similar images from the dataset. The performance of the GDBM is examined and compared with the existing algorithms. To achieve this objective, the accuracy, precision, recall and sensitivity values are fully examined with four datasets.
The performance of the GDBM is distinguished over the existing techniques because of its remarkable accuracy, precision, and recall. Chiefly, the GDBM provides a 25% increase in accuracy compared with existing techniques, such as the a priori classification algorithm.
Presently, in this study, the proposed method has been tested on 5000 datasets. The experimental results suggest the proposed method very useful in assisting the medical field, i.e., in diagnose sections which completely depend on image retrieval. In future, this proposed method is highly probably utilized for the big data in medical field. 
